The Supreme Court’s recent decisions regarding sentencing, on one hand, and the Confrontation Clause, on the other, have generated much discussion. Despite the vigorous litigation over and commentary regarding these issues, a possible relationship between them is uncertain and largely has been neglected thus far. Although the Supreme Court has not answered definitively whether a confrontation right ever applies at sentencing, several federal circuits have concluded that it does not. Courts have adhered to this result post-Booker and post-Crawford. One implication of the Supreme Court’s recent sentencing and confrontation cases, however, is that whenever a factual issue must be decided in order to impose a particular sentence, then a confrontation right should exist as to that issue. And the reverse implication follows as well: A confrontation right does not apply to issues that are not necessary to sentences.

This article attempts to demonstrate these implications and, more generally, detail when the right should and should not apply at sentencing. Part I outlines the main rules and principles from the Court’s decisions in these two areas; it then shows where and how the two issues intersect. Part II presents several examples of apparently permissible sentencing options and explains when a confrontation right should apply and when it should not. The examples reveal the potentially significant effect that a confrontation right could have on sentencing. It may exclude categories of hearsay statements that are frequently admitted against defendants at sentencing such as statements made in presentence reports by probation officers and testimony from officers summarizing statements made by out-of-court witnesses. One area where the right could become particularly significant is in capital sentencing where an “aggravating factor” must first be found before a defendant is eligible for the death penalty.

I. The Intersection between Crawford and the Sentencing Decisions

Before turning to the Court’s recent cases, it is first necessary to understand why courts do not extend the Confrontation Clause to sentencing. In Williams v. New York, prior to applying the Clause to the states, the Court considered a defendant’s challenge to the use of information reported as a part of a presentence investigation, which stated additional crimes the defendant had (allegedly) committed but for which he had not been convicted. The Court concluded that due process does not restrict the information a sentencing judge may consider and is not a “device for freezing the evidential procedure of sentencing in the mold of trial procedure.” In addition, the Court explained that access to more information than would be available at trial is necessary in order to fashion more individualized sentences. Courts declining to extend a confrontation right to sentencing continue to cite Williams.

The above rationales for not extending the Confrontation Clause to sentencing rest upon two assumptions. First, trial and sentencing are different procedures that raise fundamentally different types of evidentiary demands and requirements. And second, the confrontation right is just a constitutionally required hearsay rule and thus no different from other evidence rules, which typically do not apply at sentencing. The Court’s recent sentencing decisions, from Apprendi to Booker, have vitiolated the first assumption, and Crawford has explicitly rejected the second. Without these assumptions, the rationales for not extending the confrontation right no longer make sense, and, indeed, point in the opposite direction.

The Court’s sentencing decisions have concluded that some factual issues decided during sentencing may, in effect, be leftover trial issues. The Court has created a functional test for delineating which sentencing issues may in essence be “elements” of the underlying offense, namely, those that require additional factual findings in order to impose a particular sentence. First, in Apprendi, the defendant was convicted of a crime with a statutory sentencing range of five to ten years, but he was then sentenced to twelve years (and eligible for a range of ten to twenty years) after the sentencing judge found by a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant’s crime fell under a statutory definition of a “hate crime.” The Court announced the now-familiar rule that “any fact that increases the penalty for a crime beyond the prescribed statutory maximum must be submitted to a jury and proven beyond a reasonable doubt.” Next, in Ring, the Court concluded that under a state capital-sentencing scheme that required an “aggravating factor” to make a defendant death eligible, Apprendi
mandated that the finding of this additional factor must be submitted to a jury and proven beyond a reasonable doubt. Finally, Blakely and Booker extended Apprendi’s rule to sentencing guidelines that specified fixed ranges, within the statutory maximum, based on additional findings. By contrast, in Harris v. United States, the Court concluded that mandatory minimum sentences, based on an additional factual finding (in this case, whether the defendant “brandished” a weapon), did not violate the Apprendi rule because the sentence was authorized even without the additional finding.

All these cases stand for the proposition that any additional findings that increase a defendant’s sentence beyond what state or federal law authorizes based solely on the jury’s verdict are, in effect, “elements” that must be submitted to a jury and proven beyond a reasonable doubt. More generally, they suggest that any factual issue that must be decided in order to impose a sentence is, despite its label, a trial issue. Thus, even a “mitigating factor” that must be found to be absent before imposing a sentence at the higher end of a sentencing range would likely qualify. This is so even if the defendant has the burden to prove that such a mitigating factor exists—rather than being the functional equivalent of an “element,” it would be the functional equivalent of an “affirmative defense.” It would function like an affirmative defense because, like affirmative defenses at trial, if proven by the defendant, it would eliminate or lessen higher levels of statutorily authorized punishment. In any event, the important point for this discussion is the Court’s recognition that, despite their labels and when they occur, some issues at “sentencing” function as as-yet-undecided “trial” issues.

Turning to confrontation, the Court’s recent decision in Crawford separated the confrontation right from being nearly coextensive with hearsay rules, thus appearing to create a right at trial independent from other issues within evidence law. Prior to Crawford, the Court’s test for assessing whether the introduction at trial against a defendant of out-of-court statements (from a declarant who did not testify at trial) turned on the perceived “reliability” of the statements. This test considered whether the statements fell within traditionally recognized (“firmly rooted”) hearsay exceptions or were otherwise “trustworthy,” which eventually applied to many of the current hearsay exceptions. Thus, a defendant’s right to confront witnesses against him very often evaporated once the out-of-court statements were found to be admissible hearsay. Crawford, however, explained that the hearsay rules were both under- and over-inclusive in protecting the confrontation right. Rather, the Court stated, the Confrontation Clause applies only to a subset of hearsay statements, but it does so categorically. It applies only to “testimonial” statements, and it precludes their introduction at trial unless the declarant testifies or was subject to cross-examination by the defendant—regardless of whether they otherwise fall within a particular hearsay exception. Although the Court did not define “testimonial,” it did specify that it applies primarily to ex parte statements made to and elicited by the government such as formal statements or those made during interrogation. Even a narrow definition of “testimonial” may prohibit many out-of-court statements introduced at sentencing, most obviously, information in presentence reports by probation officers or hearsay statements contained in police reports or officer testimony.

The implications for a confrontation right at sentencing should now be evident. Because some sentencing issues really are “elements” or trial issues, and because the Confrontation Clause provides a constitutionally mandated right independent from extant evidence rules, the confrontation right should apply to any sentencing issues that function as “elements” or trial issues. Unlike other sentencing issues, factual findings necessary for a particular sentence arise because of a legislative decision making those findings function like other issues of operative substantive law, similar to those adjudicated at trial. To deny the right with regard to these sentencing issues is, in effect, to deny a defendant’s constitutional right for part of the offense for which he is convicted. Everyone agrees the right applies at trial; therefore, it should also apply to those sentencing issues that function as trial issues. This is not to suggest that other evidence rules should apply at sentencing as well, nor is it a counterargument that, because other evidence rules do not apply, the confrontation right should not either. Evidence rules in general are matters of legislative or judicial discretion, and the Court has made clear that such discretion may be exercised to the extent that it does not violate constitutional limits. Hence, it is not inconsistent to conclude that the Confrontation Clause should apply at sentencing because it is a constitutionally mandated requirement, while other evidence rules (such as those involving hearsay, character, and impeachment) may not apply.

II. Illustrating the Scope of Confrontation at Sentencing

This section further explicates the scope of the proposed confrontation right at sentencing by presenting several examples of constitutionally permissible sentencing options to explain when the right would and would not apply.

Two examples of where the Confrontation Clause would apply would be to facts that raise a sentence beyond the statutory maximum (as in Apprendi) or to a higher sentencing guideline range within the statutory maximum for the crime (as in Blakely or Booker).

Example 1: The statutory maximum for crime X is five to ten years, but if fact Y is also found, then the sentencing range increases to ten to fifteen years. Fact Y must be submitted to a jury and proven beyond a reasonable doubt. The Confrontation Clause would thus apply with regard to fact Y and the government would be precluded from using any out-of-court “testimonial” statements to prove Y unless the declarant testifies or the defendant had a prior opportunity to cross-examine the declarant.
Example 2: The statutory maximum for crime X is five to ten years, but a mandatory guideline scheme specifies that a defendant should receive five years unless he has committed any uncharged “relevant conduct,” in which case he should receive ten years. The issue of “relevant conduct” would need to be submitted to a jury and proven beyond a reasonable doubt. Therefore, the Confrontation Clause would apply to the government’s proof of the relevant conduct.

In these examples, as in the Court’s sentencing cases, a crucial component is that the law does not authorize the higher sentence without the additional findings. Thus, if the sentencing judges had discretion to impose the higher sentences even without the findings, then the findings are not necessary “elements” of the offense and hence a confrontation right would not apply. Likewise, the right would not apply to facts necessary to establish minimum sentences so long as the sentence is one that is authorized even without the particular findings.

As with the test for what counts as an element, however, the Court should also take a functional approach as to whether guideline ranges are mandatory or discretionary, rather than relying on simple labels.

Example 3: This is the same as Example 2 above, but the guideline range is “advisory,” not “mandatory.” If courts that deviate from the nonmandatory guidelines are routinely reversed for not finding “relevant conduct” before imposing ten-year sentences, then the findings may in effect be functioning as leftover trial issues and hence a confrontation right should apply when the government attempts to prove relevant conduct to justify a higher sentence. This scenario is a possible consequence of Justice Breyer’s opinion in Booker declaring the guidelines nonmandatory but making sentencing decisions subject to appellate review for “reasonableness.”

Example 4: The statutory maximum for crime X is five to ten years. The judge must impose a ten-year sentence unless the defendant can prove a “mitigating factor” by a preponderance of the evidence, in which case the sentence must be five years. The judge may not impose a ten-year sentence until after concluding that the defendant has proven no mitigating factors. Assuming the following scenario is constitutional (as it appears to be under Apprendi-Booker), and even though the defendant has the burden, a confrontation right should still apply to the issue of mitigating factors. Even though the issue is not functioning as an “element,” it is functioning as a leftover trial issue (namely, an affirmative defense). The judge could not impose a sentence of ten years based solely on the jury’s verdict; the judge would first have to find that no mitigating factor had been proven. Because the issue is functioning like an affirmative defense, then, as would be the case with this issue at trial, a confrontation right would apply. Therefore, the government would be precluded from offering “testimonial” statements to rebut the defendant on this issue.

The above considerations apply with particular force in the death-penalty context because additional findings are required. The Supreme Court has invalidated “mandatory” death penalties, and, in order to comply with the Eighth Amendment, capital sentencing at both federal and state levels mandates proof of “aggravating” and “mitigating” factors in considering whether a defendant is eligible for the death penalty.

Example 5: Suppose a jurisdiction authorizes the death penalty only after a jury has found at least one aggravating factor and may do so only in the absence of proven mitigating factors or if aggravating factors “sufficiently outweigh” mitigating factors. Because these aggravating and mitigating factors function as leftover trial issues (i.e., elements and affirmative defenses, respectively), the Confrontation Clause should apply to their proof. Therefore, the government would be precluded from offering “testimonial” statements to prove aggravating factors or to rebut mitigating factors—regardless of how the relevant statutes structure other evidence rules or issues.

III. Conclusion

The Supreme Court’s recent recognition that some sentencing issues function as trial issues, on one hand, and that a confrontation right exists independent from other evidentiary rules, on the other, implies that the Confrontation Clause should apply to those sentencing issues that function as trial issues. This article has attempted to draw attention to the largely unnoticed relationship between these lines of cases and to specify the contours of that relationship.
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